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This archaeological fieldwork was carried out for the Inuit Heritage Trust (IHT) and is intended to 
complement an oral history of the Netsilik River area undertaken by David Pelly. The project 
stems from a request from Bob Lyall of the Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KIA) in Taloyoak, and 
Jayko Neeveacheak, also of the KIA and mayor of the Hamlet to Erika Chemko of the IHT. Based 
on this request the IHT asked that I evaluate the archaeology from the area to determine if it 
might relate to past interactions between the Netsilik and the “Tunnit”, the original inhabitants. 
The Tunnit are referred to by archaeologist as Palaeo-Eskimo or Dorset peoples. Of particular 
interest was a stone structure on a ridge, locally called “Thunder house”, which I was asked to 
determine if it was possible to date. 
 
The project was funded by IHT and managed by Erika Chemko. The field visit took place between 
August 12th and 25th, 2004 and eight days we were spent in the Netsilik area. The crew consisted 
of Ms. Chemko, and five students from Taloyoak, Peter Totalik, Sandy Oleekatalik, Kaylie 
Oleekatalik, Nancy Paniloo, and Ben Qallunik aged 15 to 16, and myself. 
 
We were based at the camp of Joseph and Martha Kalunik. We travelled by all terrain vehicles on 
the north side of the river and surveyed the south side by boat and foot. We observed 36 
archaeological sites in total, 15 were previously recorded and 21 were recorded for the first time. 
Two Thule villages with semi-subterranean house pits were revisited, as were two previously 
disturbed middens at Iglutalik.  Several autumn villages—distinguished by presence of kayak 
caches—were observed in boulder fields where they were often associated with conical, 
cantilevered, dry masonry “fox traps”.  Many tent rings were observed: some were isolated while 
others were grouped together; the tent rings were almost always accompanied by caches made 
of stone. Other features observed included: Inukshuk of various types and forms; several meat 
caches containing whole mummified caribou; and an ice-wedged esker was covered with caches.  
 
The Thunder house resembles a conical stone fox trap and is accompanied by a single small 
round tent ring and an elaborate Inukshuk.  According to local residents the structure has 
collapsed due to vandalism, but a fox skull can be seen between two tumbled slabs. Very few 
formal artifacts were observed on the surface of the tundra and none could be identified as 
associated with the Dorset. Similarly, no structural features such as interior passages, box 
hearths, or long houses were observed all of which are characteristic of the Dorset culture. In 
some places the elevation or deeply sunken features may be used to suggested antiquity. 
  
Many of the archaeological sites observed are of scientific and historical significance and warrant 
further work and protection. Some like the middens at Iglutalik have been disturbed frequently 
and should be sampled systematically by way of mitigation. Several other complex sites warrant 
detail mapping and systematic visual recording in order to monitor any future deterioration due to 
natural erosion or impacts resulting from traffic and vehicles. In addition, I recommend that limited 
test excavations be conducted at some sites to determine the nature and extent of artifact 
deposits and to obtain samples for radiocarbon dating which would further clarify if the sites are 
associated with Dorset peoples.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Caption 1: Ben Qallunik and Nancy Paniloo at the Thunder House 
 

 
 
Caption 2: Peter Totalik, Ben Qallunik, Joseph and Martha Kalunik at Nablok on Netsilik River 

 
 


